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HEMF Charge 
The Human Electromagnetic Field is made up of the electromagnetic energy that 

surrounds human beings and is the product of the electrically conducted energy 

inside of every single cell in the body. It is the strongest around the heart and the 

brain who both emit a powerful EMF. This field created together with all the extra 

EMF energies is organized into a powerful system dedicated to the conduction of 

subtle energy out into the world from the interior of the HES. 

 

Creating a charged field allows the healer to work with this different part of the 

anatomy and to interact with it in a way that supports it to shift most effectively. Only 

work with an HEMF Charge when the field is stable. That can be dowsed but can 

also be felt as a relaxed buzz emanating from the HEMF. Rebuild, strengthening the 

containing membrane and reattaching tethers must all be concluded before using 

the charge. 

 

Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Technique 

HEMF Charge 

The HEMF Rebuild is recommended before doing the HEMF Charge. This should make the 

HEMF stable enough to be engaged. 

 

1. Applying the Edge Practice, with permission, dowse to determine if the HEMF is 

    stable enough to be engaged. (This is a simple yes/no.) 

 

2. If no- stop- return to check another time, if yes- proceed. 

 

3. When we bring in Specific Energies they usually come in from above. To charge the 

HEMF bring in Human Electromagnetic Field Radiance in from below stroking upward as 
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the energy comes in. This has a bracing effect on the Sacred Anatomy, as a whole but 

is specifically stimulating for the HEMF. 

 

4. Monitor and stroke the HEMF in an upward motion until your wire stops spinning or 

you feel it is enough. 

 

5. Bring in the Attitude of the Strength of Archangel Michael at the edge of the HEMF and 

Strengthen the Containing Membrane. 

 

6. Bring in ULL and waft it through the entire HES and HEMF. 

 

7. IBWSIB 
 

 


